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My piece is a humorous take on the sexual selection of bowerbirds, using an online dating 
profile as a tool to illustrate and explain their sexual selection to a general audience.  In my own 
work, I often reference the internet.  In the past, I have created projects inspired by Facebook 
and Skype, so this direction was interesting to me.  I consulted different sources including 
scientific research papers and books to provide myself with general information on the 
bowerbirds, as well as specific details to answer the questions asked in the profile in a way that 
describes the bowerbird sexual selection.

The male bowerbird is an artistic and fascinating bird that goes to great lengths to impress 
a potential female mate. The male not only creates, but beautifully decorates a bower in attempt 
to court a female bird. This bower is used only for the purpose of attracting and for copulating 
with females, which is done inside [1]. A bower is a structure composed of sticks consisting of 
two parallel walls atop a clearing made on the ground [1]. The outside of the bower is decorated 
with colorful objects in which the male collects, hoards and displays to impress a female. 
Objects range from man made materials, snake skins, feathers, and flowers [1]. The male 
bowerbird does not stick around after, and the female is left to go off and make their own nests 
and to raise their offspring by themselves [5].

The male bowerbirds bowers are considered by humans to be so beautiful, that David 
Rothenberg wrote a book claiming bowerbirds to be great artists [7]. The male bowerbirds, 
specifically satin bowerbirds, don’t just build a beautiful bower but customize it with entirely 
blue objects (man made, natural and even objects stolen from other bowers), line the bower floor 
with grasses and some even paint the interior with crushed berries applied by soft pieces of bark 
[1]. The bowerbirds does all of this work and collecting to attract a female mate.

To create this project, I first used a template from an online dating site called OkCupid.  I 
created a faux profile for a bowerbird, filling out the questions in a way I believed a bowerbird 
may answer them, explaining different elements of their sexual selection.  I also browsed other 
profiles on the site, trying to understand how others fill out their profiles so that I could add a 
humorous and human element to the profile.  Surprisingly, I even received a few messages for 
potential dates from some Australians.  I must have the best bower on OkCupid!  

After filling out my faux profile, I took several screenshots of it to make sure I captured it 
in it’s entirety.  This turned out to be several different images.  Using photoshop, I attempted to 
edit the pieces together and format them so that they could be printed on one sheet of 11x17 
paper.  Being a fine arts major, this simple task proved to be very difficult.  Eventually I 
managed to get the pieces printed and pieced them together by hand.  I taped the pieces down 
onto a cutting board.  I chose to trace the entire profile onto a sheet of mylar with black ink to 
give the piece an illustrative quality.  Mylar was chosen for it’s transparent quality along with a 
sheet of acetate on top.  This gave the piece layers and a more screen quality.  I painted parts of 
the back of the mylar blue to make it more recognizable as an OkCupid profile and also because 
blue is a popular color choice for satin bowerbirds decorations.  



The idea of trying so hard to attract a female mate coupled with the idea of bowerbirds as 
artists, caused me to think of them in a more human way.  This led me to think about online 
dating, where people build their profile to attract a mate, in the same way a bowerbird builds 
their bower to attract a mate.  Having had an online dating profile myself in the past and 
speaking to people who have also had them before, it seems that it is also mostly the women 
doing the choosing with the men trying to impress them with their profile and messages.  Giving 
animals human qualities is always something that provides humor, and this take on bowerbird 
sexual selection not only provides information on their sexual selection to a general audience, 
but also a provides a good laugh.
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